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This paper explores how the sense of participation is influenced by real time monitoring systems in everyday participation practices in hybrid network environments. In social and mobile networks, and in many online services, individual behaviour is monitored and instant feedback is provided to system participants. For example, advertising on websites adapts to user surfing behaviour within seconds, GPS systems indicate traffic jams immediately on the basis of information they receive from navigation systems in people's vehicles, financial deals on the stock market immediately influence next deals, mobile applications augment physical environments with information on possibilities for entertainment when moving through the city based on information received from participants in a system. Real time monitoring systems are an inextricable part of individuals’ participation in everyday routine activities. Systems have become participants in their own right in communities of people (Brazier and van der Veer, 2009).

This paper explicitly does not focus on the effect of storing and retrieving large data sets over time. It focuses on how individuals’ sense of participation when performing presence, and giving signification to participatory practices with self, others, and things in time, place, and context within these monitored and hybrid network environments. To explore the sense of participation in real time monitoring systems two concepts are introduced. First the concept of the third witnessing perspective (Nevejan 2012) is elaborated upon to better
understand how real time monitoring systems affect participation practices. Secondly the notion ‘migration trajectory’ (Bohorquez, Nevejan, Brazier 2013) is introduced to better understand how people experience participation practices in hybrid network environments. On the basis of these two theoretical concepts this paper discusses results of in depth interviews with experts on their daily participation practices.

Third witnessing perspectives emerge when many participants feed a system with large quantities of distributed data in real time, and when the results of systems’ operations with these data are instantly sent back to its participants. Technology provides the platform upon which participant’s input is transformed into a ‘real time’ representation of the participation practices of all participants at a given moment in time over time. This representation of all participatory practices triggers individual behaviour to adapt. These adaptations also become part the real time ever changing representation of all participatory practices in the real time monitoring system. The simple definition of participation is to be part of a larger whole, with the ability to act and take responsibility. In this paper the real time monitoring system, including its participants, is the larger whole. Participants are constantly adjusting their performance and significations while interacting with the larger whole.

Third witnessing perspectives shape the way individuals perform presence and give significations to values of trust, engagement, autonomy, and attachment. They ultimately define the more or less permanency and consistency of individuals’ participatory practices and experience. Not only individuals but also larger organizations, governments, and business organizations can act upon the information and communication that third
witnessing perspectives provide. Being observed and recorded in routine activities by larger organizations raises paradoxical feelings of more or less certainty and security. Individuals may perceive real time monitoring systems as beneficial and as a threat simultaneously. The concept of participant migration trajectory is introduced to understand experience in participation practices.

A migration trajectory is defined as an episode of time in which individuals perform presence and give significations to their own and others' trajectories in hybrid network environments (Bohorquez, Nevejan, Brazier 2013). The sense of participation develops through participation practices and migration trajectories. The sense of participation in migration trajectory, is influenced by feelings of permanency and consistency when an individual participates in multiple worlds simultaneously.

The concept of migration trajectory relates to three dynamics. The first dynamic addresses having presence as the capacity to steer towards wellbeing and survival (Riva, Waterworth & Waterworth 2004). This dynamic is explored by asking the question Where do I go now?. The second dynamic addresses directing presence towards the world. Presence is treated as readiness to act towards and with the world in the everyday (P. Turner 2010). This dynamic is explored by asking the question Do I feel I have other possibilities?. The third dynamic addresses having a sense of possibility and is central for the incorporation of existential feelings in day-to-day life (M. Ratcliffe 2005). This dynamic is explored by asking the question Does it make a difference to my world?.
These three fundamental existential questions provide the grounding for the concept of migration trajectory (Bohorquez, Nevejan, Brazier 2013).

First, *where do I go now?* This question refers to being ready to act to experience a geographical presence mobility and distribution of its actions (physical, mental, and digital) when they acknowledge the sense of open-ended possibilities that networks facilitate in real time communication. The infinite number of possibilities that networks facilitate perpetuates the readiness to experience the uncanniness of the whole world. It steers presence mobility and demands for new physical and emotional adaptations for it alters conventional forms to approach a diverse number of worlds simultaneously in the everyday.

Second, *do I feel I have other possibilities?* This question refers to the decisions that create the multidimensionality of the individual by performing presence in hybrid network environments. Do individuals feel they have the possibility to choose with whom, with what regularity, in which place, and in what context to perform and negotiate their presence in day-to-day interactions. The fact that an individual approaches presence as ready to act, in an overwhelmed number of other possibilities that networks facilitate, mandates an examination on how individual choices relate to internal expectations, serendipitous acts, or external forces. This question also explores how individuals perform presence and give signification to their interactions when the feel to have no other possibilities but participating in monitory systems.

Third, *does it make a difference to my world?* How individuals steer towards wellbeing and survival, reflecting on the signification is core to this aspect. This question relates to feelings but also to a sense of reality and situatedness.
(Ratcliffe, 2005). Analysis of migration trajectories provides insight in how individuals participate in multiple contexts with more or less permanency and consistency simultaneously in day-to-day life. This question exposes how the individual(s) self-interest primes or not more or less permanency and consistency of participation practices when it perceives the sense of possibilities offered when being monitored in real time.

In the analyses of the responses to these questions the connection between migration trajectories and the third witnessing perspective is made. For example most automotive navigation systems are real time live monitoring systems. *Where do I go now?, Do I have other possibilities?* and *What does an automotive navigation system contribute to my world?* shed light on how experts experience the contribution of such systems to their everyday participation practices. This experience is also influenced in a real-time monitoring (participatory) system by the question *What do I contribute to these systems?* and *what does that contributing contribute to my world?* To understand the dynamic between an individual and an automotive navigation systems, it is necessary to understand the third witnessing perspective that a system provides. For a system such as TomTom, the third witnessing perspective is generated by a Geographical Information System to which participants deliver data about their traffic routes, that form the bases for shared maps that are created which indicate traffic jams for example. Also the interface of input and output in the vehicle contributes to the experience of the third witnessing perspective.

Results of this study identify everyday factors that influence the sense of participation in systems in which real time monitoring systems play a significant
role. Migration trajectories and analysis of presence through a third witnessing perspective are the means.
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